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Okayama 2023
C-group

Inukai Ayaha
Ota Otoha
Ono Wakana
Goto Taichi
Tsuchihashi Kotone
Hata Cosmo

Irie Keito
Okabe Mei
Kunimoto Ryota
Takahashi Haruki
Hashimoto Koki
Fujii Yume

Member
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INTRODUCTION

Wakana ＆ Yume
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What kind of image 
do you have in Okayama?
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Okayama is said to be 

a new sacred site for comedians 



Yamamoto 
Yoshinobu

Suzuka Ouji Fujii Kaze

example ,,,
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It's often used as a filming location 
for dramas and movies.
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Kurashiki Bikan 
historical quarter
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Asahi river, riverside, 

Okayama city



Konko town
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The Nozaki Family 
Historic Residence, 

Kurashiki city 

Sami coast, 
Tamashina in 
Kurashiki city 



~Idea1~

TRAFFIC

Otoha ＆ Mei ＆ Kotone ＆ Ryota
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problem

Not a few tourist destinations,but...11



Traffic is not convenient
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主な観光地

Main tourist 
destinations
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2 suggestions on transportion
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Make a round-trip ticket

plan1

15
Otoha

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1YC3Xsy1vZCRmx24KJDX9MlDnWCLqgFLM/view


Play a song by an artist from 

Okayama when the train arrives

plan2
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Kotone

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1vbdgGr8WQc0gl3RSQBicDD_pLO6JNMEg/view


~Idea2~

MANHOLES

Cosmo ＆ Haruki ＆ Taichi ＆ Koki 
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Manholes nationwid

１.There are about 8.5 million manholes in Japan.

２.They are one piece every 30 meters.

３.A male worker (MAN) entered the hole .
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Koki



This is a manhole in the Bikan district  
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These are manholes in Osaka and Fukuoka.
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They compare with Bikan district’s manholes.

※実際に行って、撮ってきました！ 21



I’m heading to Bikan district for an interview!

Please tell us 

about the current 

situation of the 

Bikan Historical 

Quarter!
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First store

「Kurashiki coffee shop 」
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The town is big, crowded, 

but events don't get much 

attention.
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Second store

「Kurashiki tourism 

information center」
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Many people, tourists and locals alike, 

miss out on the history and culture of 

this town despite its rich heritage.
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Inherit traditionLearn together

What will be we do next？

Bring everyone 

together



大原美術館の作品
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Fujii Kaze chidori
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CONCLUSION

Ayaha ＆ Keito
30



10 years later our hope is  …

By the way,,, where are you 

from？???

Oh,,, Okayama is that 

famous,,(*´∀｀*)

Let’s go to Okayama for our 

next business trip!!!!_φ(･_･)

That’s nice!!,,,You are very 

blessed (*≧∀≦*)

I am from Okayama !!

Yea!!! Now it’s the top 3 of 

attractiveness rankings!!

Is that so?  I am 

embarrassed!!

Wow Thank you!!

既読

既読

既読

既読
31



What is necessary to improve the image of Okayama is,,,

1.have a convenient traffic

2.give more impact of Okayama

3.The famous person from Okayama should

PR the movie taken in Okayama🎟️

↓

And above all, make the positive attitude of 
young people attractive!

32
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What is necessary to improve the image of Okayama 
is,,,

1.have a convenient traffic

2.give more impact of Okayama

3.The famous person from Okayama should

PR the movie taken in Okayama🎟️

↓

And above all, make the positive attitude of 
young people attractive!
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Have a confidence & an action!

．Know Okayama and be proud

．Give our ideas to Okayama prefecture 

．To appeal to us mainly young people
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Fin,,

Thank you for listening 

Wishing for the development of Okayama
37
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